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Abstract
We study lepton flavour violating two- and three-body decays of pseudoscalar mesons in
Effective Field Theory (EFT). We give analytic formulae for the decay rates in the presence
of a complete basis of QED×QCD-invariant operators. The constraints are obtained at the
experimental scale, then translated to the weak scale via one-loop RGEs. The large RG-
mixing between tensor and (pseudo)scalar operators weakens the constraints on scalar and
pseudoscalar operators at the weak scale.
1 Introduction
The discovery of neutrino oscillations [1, 2] established non zero neutrino masses and mixing angles
[3]. If neutrinos are taken massless in the Standard Model (SM), then New Physics (NP) is required
to explain the oscillation data. There are several possibilities to search for NP signatures, such as
looking for new particles at the LHC [4, 5]. Another possibility is to look for new processes among
known SM particles, such as Charged Lepton Flavour Violation (CLFV) [6, 7], which we define to be
a contact interaction that changes the flavour of charged leptons. If neutrinos have renormalizable
masses via the Higgs mechanism, then their contribution to CLFV rates is GIM suppressed by a
factor ∝ (mν/MW )4 ∼ 10−48. However, various extensions of the Standard Model that contain
heavy new particles (see e.g. [6, 7, 8, 9] and references therein), can predict CLFV rates comparable
to the current experimental sensitivities. Indeed, low energy precision experiments searching for
forbidden SM modes, are sensitive to NP scales  TeV [6]. Many experiments search for CLFV
processes; for example, µ↔ e flavour change can be probed in the decays µ→ eγ [10] and µ→ 3e
[11, 12], in µ→ e conversion on nuclei [13, 14, 15] and also in meson decays such as K,D,B → µe
[3, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
In this paper, we focus on leptonic and semileptonic pseudoscalar meson decays with a µ±e∓ in the
final state [3]. We assume that these decays could be mediated by two-lepton, two-quark contact
interactions, induced by heavy New Particles at the scale ΛNP > mW . The contact interactions
are included in a bottom-up Effective Field Theory (EFT) [23, 24, 25] approach, as a complete set
of dimension six, QED×QCD-invariant operators [6], containing a muon, an electron and one of
the quark-flavour-changing combinations ds, bs, bd or cu.
Many studies on related topics can be found in the literature. The experimental sensitivity to
the coefficients of four-fermion operators (sometimes refered to as one-operator-at-a-time bounds),
evaluated at the experimental scale, has been compiled by various authors [26, 27, 28]. Reference
[29] compared the sensitivities of the LHC vs low-energy processes, to quark flavour-diagonal scalar
operators. The constraints on combinations of lepton-flavour-changing operator coefficients, which
can be obtained from the decays of same-flavour mesons, were studied in [30], and the radiative
decays of B,D and K mesons were discussed in [31]. Lepton flavour-conserving, but quark flavour-
changing meson decays (which occur in the Standard Model), are widely studied [32]. In particular,
B decays attract much current interest, due to the observed anomalies [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] which
suggest lepton universality violation [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. Lepton flavour change has been
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widely studied in various models (see e.g. references of [6, 7, 45]). More model-independent studies,
that take into account loop corrections (or equivalently, renormalization group running) have also
been performed for µ ↔ e flavour change [46, 47]. Finally, with respect to the calculations in
this manuscript, the leptonic branching ratio of pseudoscalar mesons is well-known, and can be
found in [26, 28, 48, 49] and semi-leptonic branching ratios in various scenarios can be found in
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58].
The aim of this paper is to obtain constraints on the operator coefficients describing meson
decays at the experimental scale, and then transport the bounds to the weak scale1. The four
fermion operators that could induce the meson decays are listed in section 2. Section 3 gives the
branching ratios for the leptonic and semileptonic decays as a function of the operator coefficients.
In section 4, we then use the available bounds to constrain the coefficients at the experimental
scale (Λexp ∼ 2 GeV) by computing a covariance matrix, which allow us to take into account the
interferences among the operators. The bounds are then evolved from the experimental scale to the
weak scale (ΛW ∼ mW ) in section 5, using the Renormalization Group Equations (RGEs) of QED
and QCD for four-fermion operators [46, 47]. As discussed in the final section, these equations
give a significant mixing of tensor operators into the (pseudo)scalars between Λexp and ΛW , which
significantly weakens the bounds on (pseudo)scalar coefficients at ΛW .
2 A basis of µ− e interactions at low energy
We are interested in four-fermion operators involving an electron, a muon and two quark of different
flavours, which are constructed with chiral fermions, because the lepton masses are frequently
neglected, and it simplifies the matching at the weak scale onto SU(2)-invariant operators. The
operators are added to the Lagrangian as
δL = +2
√
2GF
∑
O
∑
ζ
CζOOζO + h.c. (1)
where the subscript O identifies the Lorentz structure, the superscript ζ = l1l2qiqj gives the flavour
indices, and both run over the possibilities in the lists below, extrapolated from [6, 59]:
OeµucV,Y Y = (eγαPY µ)(uγαPY c), OeµucV,Y X = (eγαPY µ)(uγαPXc)
OeµcuV,Y Y = (eγαPY µ)(cγαPY u), OeµcuV,Y X = (eγαPY µ)(cγαPXe)
OeµucS,Y Y = (ePY µ)(uPY c), OeµucS,Y X = (ePY µ)(uPXc)
OeµcuS,Y Y = (ePY µ)(cPY u), OeµcuS,Y X = (ePY µ)(cPXu)
OeµucT,Y Y = (eσPY µ)(uσPY c)
OeµcuT,Y Y = (eσPY µ)(cσPY u)
(2)
OeµdsV,Y Y = (eγαPY µ)(dγαPY s), OeµdsV,Y X = (eγαPY µ)(dγαPXs)
OeµsdV,Y Y = (eγαPY µ)(sγαPY d), OeµsdV,Y X = (eγαPY µ)(sγαPXd)
OeµdsS,Y Y = (ePY µ)(dPY s), OeµdsS,Y X = (ePY µ)(dPXs)
OeµsdS,Y Y = (ePY µ)(sPY d), OeµdsS,Y X = (ePY µ)(dPXs)
OeµdsT,Y Y = (eσPY µ)(dσPY s)
OeµsdT,Y Y = (eσPY µ)(sσPY d)
(3)
where Y Y ∈ {LL,RR}, and XY ∈ {LR,RL}, and the list is given explicitly for the Kaon and D-
meson operators. The lists for the Bd and Bs are obtained from eqn. (3) by replacing ds→ db, sb.
The operators are normalised such that the Feynman rule will be +iC/Λ2. The operators in the
lists (2) and (3) transform a muon into an electron; the e→ µ operators arise in the +h.c. of eqn
(1). So in these conventions, the lepton flavour indices are always eµ, and do not need to be given.
In the following sections, we give the decay rates of pseudoscalar mesons, composed of constituent
quarks q¯i and qj , into e+µ− or e−µ+. Then we obtain constraints on the operator coefficients by
comparing to the experimental upper bounds on the branching ratios, e.g. BR(P1 → e±µ∓) =
BR(P1 → e+µ−) + BR(P1 → e−µ+) < ... which we suppose to apply independently to both
decays. This gives independent and identical bounds on eµqiqj and eµqjqi .
1In a future publication, we will give the evolution from the weak scale to the NP scale, and discuss the prospects
for reconstructing the fundamental Lagrangian of the New Physics from the operator coefficients.
2
In this work, we choose an operator basis with non-chiral quark currents, which is convenient for
the non-chiral hadronic matrix elements involved in meson decays. Thus, the operators describing
the contact interactions that can mediate leptonic (qiqj → µe) and semileptonic (qi → qjµe) CLFV
pseudoscalar meson decays at a scale Λexp ∼ 2 GeV (Λexp ∼ mb ' 4.2 GeV for bs and bd) are
written:
OeµqiqjS,X = (ePXµ) (qiqj) , OeµqiqjP,X = (ePXµ)
(
qiγ
5qj
)
OeµqiqjV,X = (eγαPXµ) (qiγαqj) , OeµqiqjA,X = (eγαPXµ)
(
qiγαγ
5qj
)
OeµqiqjTX =
(
eσαβPXµ
)
(qiσαβPXqj)
(4)
where qi,j ∈ {u, d, s, c, b} , PX = PR,L = 1±γ52 and σµν = i2 [γµ, γν ].
In this case, the coefficients  of the operators in eqn. (4) are :

eµqiqj
S,X =
1
2
(C
eµqiqj
S,XR + C
eµqiqj
S,XL ), 
eµqiqj
P,X =
1
2
(C
eµqiqj
S,XR − CeµqiqjS,XL )

eµqiqj
V,X =
1
2
(C
eµqiqj
V,XR + C
eµqiqj
V,XL ), 
eµqiqj
A,X =
1
2
(C
eµqiqj
V,XR − CeµqiqjV,XL )

eµqiqj
T,X = C
eµqiqj
T,XX
(5)
In the next section, we compute the branching ratio for the (semi)leptonic decays as a function of
the coefficients of eqn. (5).
3 Leptonic and semileptonic pseudoscalar meson decays
There are a multitude of bounds on rare meson decays coming from precision experiments [3, 28].
The aim of this paper is to use these bounds to constrain the coefficients of eqn. (5). Thus, in this
section, we compute the leptonic and semileptonic pseudoscalar meson decay branching ratio as a
function of these coefficients.
3.1 Leptonic decay branching ratio
We are interested in decays such as : P1 → l1 l¯2 where {l1, l2} are leptons of mass m1,m2 and
P1 is a pseudoscalar meson of mass M (P1 ∈
{
K0L(
d¯s+s¯d√
2
), D0(u¯c), B0(b¯d)
}
). In the presence of
New Physics, the leptonic decay branching ratio of a pseudoscalar meson P1 of mass M is written
[26, 28, 49]:
BR(P1 → l1 l¯2)
C2body
= (|P,L|2 + |P,R|2)P˜ ′2(M2 −m21 −m22)
+ (|A,L|2 + |A,R|2)A˜′2[(M2 −m21 −m22)(m21 +m22) + 4m21m22]
− 2(P,LA,R + P,RA,L)P˜ ′A˜′m2(M2 +m21 −m22)
+ 2(P,LA,L + P,RA,R)P˜ ′A˜′m1(M2 +m22 −m21)
− 4P,LP,RP˜ ′2m1m2
− 4A,LA,RA˜′2M2m1m2
(6)
where C2body =
τr∗G2F
piM2 , r
∗ = 12M
√
(M2 − (m1 +m2)2)(M2 − (m1 −m2)2), m1,2 are the masses
of the leptons and τ is the lifetime of P1. For simplicity, we dropped the flavour superscript
(ζ = l1l2qiqj) of the coefficients.
The expectation values of the quark current for a pseudoscalar meson are written [28, 49] :
3
P˜ ′ =
1
2
〈0|q¯iγ5qj |P1〉 = fP1M
2
2(mi +mj)
, ˜A′kµ =
1
2
〈0|q¯iγµγ5qj |P1〉 = fP1k
µ
2
(7)
where mi,j are the masses of the quarks, fP1 is the decay constant of the meson and kµ the
momentum of the meson. These formulae are used for pions, Kaons, D and B mesons. The values
of the constants are given in appendix A. Note that tensor operators do not contribute to the
leptonic decay, because the trace of product of the Dirac matrices contained in the tensor operator
vanishes in this case.
3.2 Semileptonic decay branching ratio
We are interested in decays such as : P1 → l1 l¯2P2 where {l1, l2} are leptons of mass m1,m2 and
{P1, P2} are pseudoscalar mesons of mass M,m3 (P1 ∈
{
K+(us¯), D+(cd¯), B+(ub¯), B+s (sb¯)
}
and
P2 ∈
{
pi+(ud¯),K+(us¯)
}
). The semileptonic decay branching ratio is written [60]:
BR(P1 → l1 l¯2P2) = τ
512pi3M3
1
2J + 1
∫ (M−m3)2
(m1+m2)2
dq2
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
|M|2
√
λ(M2,m23, q
2)
√
λ(q2,m21,m
2
2)
q2
(8)
where q = (p1 +p2) is the transferred momentum, θ the angle between the direction of propagation
of the lighter meson (P2) and the antilepton (l2) in the leptons reference frame, τ and J the lifetime
and the spin of P1 and |M|2 the matrix element of the semileptonic decay. The Kallen function is
defined as λ(x, y, z) = (x− y − z)2 − 4yz.
In the presence of New Physics, the matrix element in the semileptonic decay branching ratio of
eqn. (8) is written :
|M|2
8G2F
= 2(|S,L|2 + |S,R|2)S˜2(p1.p2)
+
1
4
(|V,L|2 + |V,R|2)[f2+
(
4(p1.P )(p2.P )− 2P 2(p1.p2)
)
+ f2−
(
4(p1.q)(p2.q)− 2q2(p1.p2)
)
+ 4f+f− ((p1.q)(p2.P ) + (p1.P )(p2.q)− (p1.p2)(P.q))]
+ 4(|TR |2 + |TL |2)T˜ ′
2
[4(p1.q)(p2.P )(P.q) + 4(p1.P )(p2.q)(P.q)− 2(p1.p2)(P.q)2
+ 2P 2q2(p1.p2)− 4P 2(p1.q)(p2.q)− 4q2(p1.P )(p2.P )]
− 2(S,LV,R + S,RV,L)S˜m2[(f+(p1.P ) + f−(p1.q))]
+ 2(S,LV,L + S,RV,R)S˜m1[(f+(p2.P ) + f−(p2.q))]
+ 8(S,RTR + S,LTL)S˜T˜
′[((p1.P )(p2.q)− (p1.q)(p2.P ))]
− 4S,LS,RS˜2m1m2
− V,LV,Rm1m2[f2−q2 + f2+P 2 + 2f+f−(P.q)]
+ 4(V,LTR + V,RTL)T˜
′m2[f+((p1.q)p2 − (P.p1)(P.q)) + f−((p1.q)(P.q)− (p1.P )q2)]
+ 4(V,RTR + V,LTL)T˜
′m1[
(
f+((P
2)(p2.q)− (p2.P )(P.q)) + f−((p2.q)(P.q)− q2(p2.P ))
)
]
+ 16TRTL T˜
′2m1m2[(P.q)2 − P 2q2]
(9)
4
where p1, p2, k, p3 are respectively the 4-momentum of the leptons 1 and 2, and the 4-momenta of
P1 and P2, P = k + p3 and the hadronic matrix elements are written [28, 49, 50, 51, 52] :
V˜ µ =
1
2
〈P2|q¯iγµqj |P1〉 = 1
2
(PµfP1P2+ (q
2) + qµfP1P2− (q
2))
S˜ =
1
2
〈P2|q¯iqj |P1〉 = 1
2
(M2 −m23)
(mqi −mqj )
fP1P20 (q
2)
T˜µν =
1
2
〈P2|q¯iσµνqj |P1〉 = − i
2
(fP1P2+ (q
2)− fP1P2− (q2))
M∗
(Pµqν − P νqµ)
T˜ ′ =
1
2
(fP1P2+ (q
2)− fP1P2− (q2))
M∗
(10)
For simplicity, we suppressed the q2 dependence of the form factors f+,−,0 in eqn. (9), and the
flavour superscript (ζ = l1l2qiqj) of the coefficients. Notice there is no interference between S,L
(S,R ) and TR (TL) because the trace of the product of Dirac matrices involved in tensor and
scalar operators of different chirality vanishes. The form factors and the scalar product in eqn. (9)
are given in appendix B.
For simplicity, we do not give the analytic expression of the integrated semileptonic decay branching
ratio, but only perform the integrals numerically.
4 Covariance matrix
In this section, we use the Branching Ratios (BRs) of eqns (6) and (8) to compute a covariance
matrix, that will give constraints on the coefficients that account for possible interferences. We
note BRexp2 [BR
exp
3 ] the experimental upper limit on the leptonic decay P1 → l¯1l2 [semileptonic
decay P1 → P2 l¯1l2] branching ratio and M2 [M3] the associated covariance matrix.
We can write the decay branching ratio of eqn. (6) and (8) in the form
~TM−1~ = 1 (11)
where ~T (~) is a row (column) vector of coefficients, and M−1 is the inverse of the covariance
matrix. The explicit form of the 4 × 4 and 6 × 6 matrices is given in appendix D. The diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix M represent the squared bounds on our coefficients, and the
off-diagonals elements represent the correlation between coefficients.
Decay Leptonic Semileptonic
K BRexp2 (K
0
L → µ±e∓) < 4.7× 10−12 [16] BRexp3 (K+ → pi+µ¯e) < 1.3× 10−11
- BRexp3 (K
+ → pi+e¯µ) < 5.2× 10−10 [19]
D BRexp2 (D
0 → µ±e∓) < 1.3× 10−8 [17] BRexp3 (D+ → pi+µ¯e) < 3.6× 10−6
- BRexp3 (D
+ → pi+e¯µ) < 2.9× 10−6 [20]
Ds - BRexp3 (D
+
S → K+µ¯e) < 9.7× 10−6
- BRexp3 (D
+
S → K+e¯µ) < 1.4× 10−5 [20]
B BRexp2 (B
0 → µ±e∓) < 2.8× 10−9 [18] BRexp3 (B+ → pi+µ±e∓) < 1.7× 10−7 [21]
- BRexp3 (B
+ → K+µ±e∓) < 9.1× 10−8 [22]
Bs BR
exp
2 (B
0
S → µ±e∓) < 1.1× 10−8 [18] −
Table 1: Experimental bounds on leptonic and semileptonic decays.
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4.1 Bounds on the coefficients
In this section, we give constraints on the coefficients for Kaon, D and B meson leptonic and
semileptonic decays. As explained in section 3, tensor operators do not contribute to the leptonic
decays of mesons. Thus, the available upper limits on leptonic [semileptonic] pseudoscalar meson
branching ratios will give constrains on the P,X and A,X [S,X , V,X and T,X ] coefficients. Indeed,
hadronic matrix elements with scalar, vector or tensor quark current structure vanish in the leptonic
case, while hadronic matrix elements with pseudoscalar or axial struture vanish in the semileptonic
case. We consider the CLFV decays with the associated experimental upper limits given in table
1 [3].
The bounds in table 1 will be used to constrain the coefficients at Λexp and the at ΛW after
the RGEs evolution of the coefficients (see section 5). The covariance matrices at Λexp for the
(semi)leptonic meson decays are given in appendix E, and the bounds on coefficients are summa-
rized in table 2, 3 and 4.
5 Renormalization Group Equations (RGEs)
In this section, we review the evolution of operator coefficients from the experimental scale (Λexp ∼
2 GeV) up to the weak scale (ΛW ∼ 80 GeV) via the one-loop RGEs of QED and QCD [46, 47].
We only consider the QED×QCD invariant operators of eqn. (4). The matching onto the SMEFT
basis [61] and the running above mW [62] will be studied at a later date.
5.1 Anomalous dimensions for meson decays
Figure 1 illustrates some of the one-loop diagrams that renormalize our operators below the weak
scale. Operator mixing is induced by photon loops, whereas the QCD corrections only rescale
the S,P and T operator coefficients. After including one-loop corrections in the MS scheme, the
operator coefficients will run with scale µ according to [46] :
µ
∂
∂µ
~ =
αe
4pi
~Γe +
αs
4pi
~Γs (12)
where Γe and Γs are the QED and QCD anomalous dimension matrices and ~ is a row vector
that contains the operator coefficients of eqn. (5). In this work, we use the approximate analytic
solution [63] of eqn. (12) to compute the running and mixing of the coefficients between Λexp and
ΛW :
I(Λexp) = J(ΛW )λ
aJ
(
δJI − αeΓ˜
e
JI
4pi
log
ΛW
Λexp
)
(13)
where I,J represent the super- and sub-scripts which label operator coefficients, λ encodes the
QCD corrections, and Γ˜eJI is the “QCD-corrected” one-loop, anomalous dimension matrix for QED
[64, 65] . The elements of Γ˜eJI are defined as:
Γ˜eJI = Γ
e
JIfJI , fJI =
1
1 + aJ − aI
λaI−aJ − λ
1− λ , Γ
e =
[
ΓSPT 0
0 ΓV A
]
. (14)
where there is no sum on I, J , λ = αs(ΛW )αs(Λexp) , and aJ =
ΓsJJ
2β0
=
{− 1223 ,− 1223 , 423} for J ∈ {S, P, T}.
The QED anomalous dimensions are
ΓSPT =
 γ
l1l2qiqj
PP 0 γ
l1l2qiqj
PT
0 γ
l1l2qiqj
SS γ
l1l2qiqj
ST
γ
l1l2qiqj
TP γ
l1l2qiqj
TS γ
l1l2qiqj
TT
 , ΓV A = [ γl1l2qiqjAA γl1l2qiqjAV
γ
l1l2qiqj
V A γ
l1l2qiqj
V V
]
(15)
where the matrix elements in ΓSPT and ΓV A are defined in section 5.
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Figure 1: Examples of one-loop gauge vertex corrections to 4-fermion operators. The wave-
function renormalization diagrams are missing.
For the scalars and pseudoscalars, the wavefunction, first and second diagrams of figure 1
renormalize the coefficients, while the last four diagrams mix the tensors into the scalars and
pseudoscalars:
γq,qSS =
qqS,L 
qq
S,R
qqS,L −6(1 +Q2q) 0
qqS,R 0 −6(1 +Q2q)
γq,qTS =
qqS,L 
qq
S,R
qqT,L 48Qq 0
qqT,R 0 48Qq
(16)
γq,qPP =
qqP,L 
qq
P,R
qqP,L −6(1 +Q2q) 0
qqP,R 0 −6(1 +Q2q)
γq,qTP =
qqP,L 
qq
P,R
qqT,L −48Qq 0
qqT,R 0 48Qq
. (17)
Similarly, the last four diagrams mix the (pseudo)scalars to the tensors. Only the wavefunction
diagrams renormalize the tensors, because for the the first and second diagrams γµσγµ = 0. We
obtain :
γq,qTT =
qqT,L 
qq
T,R
qqT,L 2(1 +Q
2
q) 0
qqT,R 0 2(1 +Q
2
q)
γq,qS(P )T =
qqT,L 
qq
T,R
qqS(P ),L (−)2Qq 0
qqS(P ),R 0 2Qq
(18)
Finally, for the vectors and axial vectors, there is no running, but the last four diagrams
contribute to the mixing of vector and axial coefficients :
γq,qAV =
qqV,L 
qq
V,R
qqA,L 12Qq 0
qqA,R 0 −12Qq
γq,qV A =
qqA,L 
qq
A,R
qqV,L 12Qq 0
qqV,R 0 −12Qq
(19)
5.2 RGEs of operator coefficients
In this section we compute the evolution of the bounds from Λexp to ΛW . In the previous section,
we found a mixing between pseudoscalar and tensor coefficients, and between vector and axial
coefficients. Thus, the coefficients that contributed only to the leptonic [semileptonic] decays at
Λexp will also contribute to the semileptonic [leptonic] decays at ΛW via the mixing.
The matrices describing the evolution of the coefficients from Λexp to ΛW for all the decays were
obtained with eqn. (13) and are given in appendix C.
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5.3 Evolution of the bounds
In order to constrain the coefficients at ΛW , the constraints needs to be expressed in terms of coef-
ficients at ΛW . However, the mixing of the pseudoscalar (axial) into the tensor (vector), and vice
versa, implies that leptonic and semi-leptonic branching ratios can both depend on any of the ten co-
efficients, which we arrange in a vector as ~′ =
(
P,L, A,L, P,R, A,R, S,L, V,L, TL , S,R, V,R, TR
)
ΛW
.
The 10× 10 matrix we need to invert to compute the bounds at ΛW is now written :
(M ′)−1 = RT
(
M−12 04×6
06×4 M−13
)
R (20)
where M−12 and M
−1
3 are the 4×4 and 6×6 matrices defined in appendix D we inverted to obtain
the bounds at Λexp (see section 4) and R has the form of the matrices defined in eqn. (28), (29)
and (30). Finally, eqn. (11) is written in the new basis as :
~′
T
(M ′)−1~′ = 1 (21)
where ~′ is the vector of coefficients at ΛW , (M ′)−1 the matrix in eqn. (20) and the superscript
T means matrix transposition. All the covariance matrices at ΛW can be found in appendix E. In
table 2, 3 and 4 we summarize all the bounds on the coefficients at Λexp and ΛW .

l1l2qiqj
P,X Λexp ΛW S.O,Λexp S.O,ΛW
eµdsP,X 2.32× 10−7 4.06× 10−7 1.28× 10−8 7.82× 10−9
eµcuP,X 1.75× 10−3 1.08× 10−3 7.92× 10−5 4.84× 10−5
eµbdP,X 2.35× 10−4 1.66× 10−4 5.13× 10−6 3.61× 10−6
eµbsP,X 1.75× 10−4 1.23× 10−4 8.27× 10−6 5.83× 10−6

l1l2qiqj
S,X Λexp ΛW S.O,Λexp S.O,ΛW
eµdsS,X 1.05× 10−6 5.68× 10−7 7.67× 10−7 4.68× 10−7
eµcuS,X 1.34× 10−3 8.25× 10−4 1.33× 10−3 8.1× 10−4
eµbdS,X 1.44× 10−5 1.01× 10−5 1.44× 10−5 1.01× 10−5
eµbsS,X 2.25× 10−5 1.59× 10−5 2.24× 10−5 1.58× 10−5
Table 2: Constraints on the dimensionless four-fermion coefficients l1l2qiqjP,X and 
l1l2qiqj
S,X at the
experimental (Λexp for K and D mesons decay and Λmb for B meson decays) and weak (ΛW ) scale
after the RGEs evolution. The last two columns are the sensitivities, or Single Operator (SO) at a
time bounds, see subsection 5.4. All bounds apply under permutation of the lepton and/or quark
indices.

l1l2qiqj
A,X Λexp ΛW S.O,Λexp S.O,ΛW
eµdsA,X 5.45× 10−6 5.45× 10−6 3.01× 10−7 3.01× 10−7
eµcuA,X 4.51× 10−2 4.52× 10−2 2.04× 10−3 2.04× 10−3
eµbdA,X 1.48× 10−2 1.48× 10−2 3.23× 10−4 3.23× 10−4
eµbsA,X 1.11× 10−2 1.11× 10−2 5.27× 10−4 5.27× 10−4

l1l2qiqj
V,X Λexp ΛW S.O,Λexp S.O,ΛW
eµdsV,X 4.94× 10−6 4.94× 10−6 2.93× 10−6 2.93× 10−6
eµcuV,X 1.45× 10−3 1.64× 10−3 1.39× 10−3 1.39× 10−3
eµbdV,X 1.49× 10−5 1.03× 10−4 1.48× 10−5 1.48× 10−5
eµbsV,X 2.56× 10−5 8.05× 10−5 2.54× 10−5 2.54× 10−5
Table 3: Constraints on the dimensionless four-fermion coefficients l1l2qiqjA,X and 
l1l2qiqj
V,X at the
experimental (Λexp for K and D mesons decay and Λmb for B meson decays) and weak (ΛW ) scale
after the RGEs evolution. The last two columns are the sensitivities, or Single Operator (SO) at a
time bounds, see subsection 5.4. All bounds apply under permutation of the lepton and/or quark
indices.
In the leptonic decays, the evolution of the bounds on the pseudoscalar coefficients between Λexp
and ΛW is the most important effect of the RGEs as shown in the first two columns of the left panel
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
l1l2qiqj
TX
Λexp ΛW S.O,Λexp S.O,ΛW
eµdsTX 1.23× 10−5 1.45× 10−5 8.76× 10−6 1.03× 10−5
eµcuTX 2.01× 10−3 2.37× 10−3 1.93× 10−3 2.28× 10−3
eµbdTX 2.01× 10−5 2.26× 10−5 2× 10−5 2.25× 10−5
eµbsTX 3.89× 10−5 4.37× 10−5 3.87× 10−5 4.35× 10−5
Table 4: Constraints on the dimensionless four-fermion coefficients l1l2qiqjTX at the experimental
(Λexp for K and D mesons decay and Λmb for B meson decays) and weak (ΛW ) scale after the
RGEs evolution. The last two columns are the sensitivities, or Single Operator (SO) at a time
bounds, see subsection 5.4. All bounds apply under permutation of the lepton and/or quark indices.
of table 2. As can be seen in eqn. (28), (29) or (30), the running of the (pseudo)scalar coefficients is
∼ 1.6(1.4), which means that if we neglect the mixing of the tensor into (pseudo)scalar coefficients,
the bounds on S and P will be better at ΛW for all the decays we considered. However, the large
mixing of the tensor coefficients into the (pseudo)scalar ones (see eqn. (16), (17) and eqn. (28) to
(30)) weaken the bounds on pseudoscalar coefficients at ΛW for the Kaon decay. This is due to
the fact that the bounds on eµdsT (see the first two columns of table 4) are much weaker than the
bounds on eµdsP at Λexp (see the first two columns of the left panel of table 2). Thus, the mixing
of T into P will leads to weaker bounds on P at ΛW for the Kaon decay.
For the D,B and Bs meson decays, the bounds on P are a bit closer to the bound on T at Λexp.
Even with the large mixing of the tensor into the pseudoscalar coefficients, the bounds on eµcuP ,
eµbdP and 
eµbs
P will be slightly better at ΛW because the running will be larger than the mixing.
In the semileptonic decays, there is also a mixing between scalar and tensor coefficients, but the
bounds on scalar coefficients at ΛW increases a bit because, similarly to 
eµcu
P , 
eµbd
P and 
eµbs
P , the
bounds on all the scalar coefficients (first two columns of the right panel of table 2) are close to
the bounds on the tensor coefficients at Λexp. The running of the scalars will be stronger than
the mixing of the tensors into the scalars, thus, the bounds on S are better at ΛW for all the decays.
For the axial and vector coefficients, there is no running and the mixing is small. The bounds
on eµdsA and 
eµds
V at Λexp are very close (see table 3), this explains why there is no evolution of
these bounds at ΛW . However, for the D, B and Bs decays, the bounds on A are much weaker
than the bounds on V at Λexp, especially for the B and Bs decay. Thus, the bounds on 
eµcu
A , 
eµbd
A
and eµbsA do not evolve significantly at ΛW , but the mixing of the axial into vector coefficients will
lead to weaker bounds on eµcuV , 
eµbd
V and 
eµbs
V at ΛW as shown in the first two columns of the
two panels of table 3.
Finally, the running of tensor coefficients is tiny, and the mixing of the (pseudo)scalar coefficients
into the tensor ones is small. Thus, the evolution of the bounds is small for the tensor coefficients
(first two columns of table 4) as for the bounds on vector and axial coefficients in the Kaon decay
(first two columns of table 3). Finally, the matching at ΛW along with the evolution of the bounds
between ΛW and ΛNP will be given in a future publication [66].
5.4 Single operator approximation
We also computed the sensitivities of the various decays to the coefficients at Λexp, and these are
given in the third column of tables 2 to 4. The sensitivity is the value of the coefficient below
which it could not have been observed, and is calculated as a “Single Operator” (SO) at a time
bound, that is by allowing only one non-zero coefficient at a time in the branching ratio (see eqn
(6) and (9)). This is different from setting bounds on coefficients (first two columns of table 2 to
4), which are obtained with all coefficients non-zero, and exclude the parameter space outside the
allowed range. It is clear that the sensitivities are sometimes an excellent approximation to the
bounds, and sometimes differ by orders of magnitude.
To compute the evolution of the sensitivities of the decays to the coefficients at ΛW (given in the last
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column of table 2 to 4), we still kept only one non-zero coefficients at Λexp and considered only the
running of the coefficients (the diagonal terms in eqn. (28) to (30)). For example, computing the
sensitivity of the leptonic Kaon decay to a pseudoscalar coefficient at ΛW in the SO approximation
requires to multiply the first term in eqn. (33) by the first (or third) diagonal term squared in eqn.
(28). Then, inverting the product and taking the square root will give the sensitivity of the decay
to the coefficient at ΛW .
5.5 Updating the bounds
In future years, the experimental data on LFV meson decays could improve, so in this section, we
consider how to update our bounds, without inverting large matrices.
The bounds on coefficients at Λexp obtained in this work are of the form || <
√
BRexp× con-
stant. Thus, all the bounds at Λexp given in tables 2 to 4 can be updated by rescaling by√
(BRexpnew)/(BR
exp
old ) when the data improves. However, in principle, the 10×10 matrix of eqn
(20) must then be inverted to obtain the bounds at ΛW . So we now describe approximations that
allow to obtain the bounds at ΛW with manageable matrices.
For the semileptonic decay, the bounds at Λexp can be obtained by neglecting all the interfer-
ence terms between the scalar, vector and tensor coefficients of either chirality (see eqn. (9)). The
6× 6 matrix in eqn. (32) then becomes diagonal and easy to invert. This approximation will give
bounds at Λexp on S,X , V,X and T,X close to those obtained in the first column of tables 2 to 4
(which include the interference terms).
In the leptonic decay (eqn. (6)), a reasonable approximation for the bounds at Λexp is to keep
the interference between axial and pseudoscalar coefficients of opposite chirality (with m2 = mµ
in eqn. (6)). The other interference terms, proportional to m1 = me, can be neglected. Thus,
bounds on A and P at Λexp, which are a reasonable approximation to the first column of tables
2 and 3, can be obtained by inverting a 2× 2 matrix in the basis (P,X , A,Y ) where X ∈ L,R and
Y ∈ R,L, instead of the 4× 4 matrix in eqn. (31).
To obtain bounds at ΛW , it is necessary to keep the mixing between S , P , T , and between
V and A. Then, the bounds on S , P , T , V and A at ΛW can be obtained by considering
M−1
′
in eqn. (20) as a product of 5× 5 matrices in the basis (P,X , S,X , T,X ,V,Y ,A,Y ) where X
and Y are the chirality. However, S , P and T must have the same chirality, but different from
the chirality of V and A in order to take into account the mixing induced by the RGEs, that
occurs only for coefficients of the same chirality (see eqn. (13), and (28) to (30)). This is due to
the fact that it is necessary to keep the interference between axial and pseudoscalar coefficients of
different chiralities to compute the bounds on P,X and A,Y .
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we consider operators which simultaneously change lepton and quark flavour, and
obtain constraints on the coefficients using available data on (semi)leptonic pseudoscalar meson
decays. Section 2 lists the dimension six, two lepton two quark operators and their associated
coefficients at the experimental scale Λexp. Scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial and tensor operators
are included. The leptonic and semileptonic branching ratios of pseudoscalar mesons, as a function
of the operator coefficients, are given in section 3. We find tensor operators do not contribute to the
leptonic decays but only to the semileptonic decays, in which the interference between S,L (S,R)
and TR (TL) vanishes. The constraints on operator coefficients, evaluated at the experimental
scale, are given in tables 2, 3 and 4 and discussed in section 4. The bounds are obtained via
the appropriate covariance matrices, which allows to take into account the interferences among
operators (see eqn. (6),(9),(31) and (32)). The matrices are given in appendix B. Section 5
gives the Renormalization Group evolution of the coefficients from the experimental to the weak
scale ΛW , and the formalism used to compute the covariances matrices at ΛW . The weak-scale
constraints on the coefficients are given in tables 2, 3 and 4. The large mixing of tensor coefficients
into (pseudo)scalar coefficients has important consequences on the evolution of the bounds on
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scalar and pseudoscalar coefficients. Indeed, in the case of the kaon decay, the experimental-scale
bounds on tensor coefficients are significantly weaker than those on pseudoscalars. As a result, the
pseudoscalar bounds are weaker at ΛW , compared to the bounds at Λexp. The bounds on scalar
coefficients at ΛW are slightly stronger than at Λexp. There is no running for the vector and axial
coefficients, due to the fact we consider quark-flavor changing operators, and the mixing is small,
but the bounds on axial coefficients are much weaker than the bounds on vector coefficients for
the D, B and Bs decays, this leads to much weaker bounds on vector coefficients at ΛW . Similarly,
the running and mixing of tensor coefficients are small. As a result, the bounds on the axial and
tensor coefficients do not evolve significantly between the experimental and weak scales.
We conclude by noting the importance of including interferences among operators in computing
the bounds on their coefficients. As shown in subsection 5.4, the sensitivities of the decays to P
and A obtained at Λexp and to P , A and V at ΛW in the single operator approximation are
better by several orders of magnitude compared to the bounds obtained by keeping the interferences
among operators. We found that the Renormalization Group running between the experimental
and weak scales has an important effect on the evolution of the bounds, especially the large mixing
of the tensor (axial) into the pseudoscalar (vector), which lead to weaker bounds on pseudoscalar
(vector) coefficients at ΛW for the Kaon (D, B and Bs) decay.
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Appendices
A Constants
In this section, we give all the constants used in our calculations :
P1 K
0
L K
+ D0 D+ D+S B
0 B0S B
+
fP1(MeV ) 155.72 [67, 68] 155.6 [67, 68] 211.5 [67, 69] 212.6 [67, 69] 249.8 [69] 190.9 [67] 230.7[69] 187.1 [67]
fP1pi+ (0) 0.966 [68] 0.966 [68] 0.666 [68] 0.666 [68] 0.666 [68] 0.25 [70] 0.25 [70] 0.25 [70]
fP1K+ (0) - - 0.747 [68] 0.747 [68] 0.747 [68] 0.31 [70] 0.31 [70] 0.31 [70]
λ+ 2.82× 10−2 [3] 2.97× 10−2 [3] - - - - - -
λ0 1.8× 10−2 [3] 1.95× 10−2 [3] - - - - - -
All the masses and lifetime can be found in [3].
B Kinematics and form factors for semileptonic decays
In this section, we give the form factor and the detailed scalar product of eqn. (9).
The q2 dependence of the form factors for the Kaon is given by [50] :
fKpi+,0 (q
2) = fKpi+ (0)
(
1 + λ+,0
q2
M2pi
)
; fKpi− (q
2) = fKpi+ (0)(λ0 − λ+)
M2K+ −M2pi+
M2pi+
(22)
and for the D and B mesons, are given by [51, 52] :
f+(q
2) =
f+(0)
1− q2/m21−
; f0(q
2) =
f0(0)
1− q2/m20+
; f−(q2) = (f0(q2)− f+(q2))M
2 −m23
q2
(23)
where λ+,0 are constants,mJP is the mass of the lightest resonance with the right quantum numbers
to mediate the transition (D+s and D∗+s for example). We took q2 = q2max = (M−m3)2 to compute
the form factors f+, f− and f0. All these values can be found in appendix A.
Finally, the scalar product in eqn. (9) can be written as functions of the two kinematical variables
q2 and cos θ [3, 60] in the phase space integrals of eqn. (8).
p1.p2 =
q2 −m21 −m22
2
, p1.q =
q2 +m21 −m22
2
, p2.q =
q2 +m22 −m21
2
(24)
p3.q =
M2 −m23 − q2
2
, p1.p3 = p3.q−p2.p3, p1.P = p1.q+ 2p1.p3, p2.P = p2.q+ 2p2.p3 (25)
p2.p3 =
1
4q2
(M2 −m23 − q2)(q2 +m22 −m21) +
1
4q2
√
λ(M2,m23, q
2)
√
λ(q2,m21,m
2
2) cos θ (26)
k.p3 =
M2 +m23 − q2
2
, P.q = M2 −m23, P 2 = 2M2 + 2m3 − q2 (27)
C RGEs
In this section, we give the 10 × 10 matrices obtained with eqn. (13) we used to obtained the
bounds at ΛW (with eqn. (20)).
For the decay of light quark (Kaon and D meson decays), the experimental scale is taken as 2 GeV
because most of the time, it’s the renormalization scale chosen to obtain the lattice form factors.
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The evolution of the coefficients (eµds) involved in the Kaon decays is given by :

P,L
A,L
P,R
A,R
S,L
V,L
TL
S,R
V,R
TR

Λexp
=

1.64 0 0 0 0 0 −0.0429 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0.00857 0 0 0 0
0 0 1.64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0429
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 −0.00857 0
0 0 0 0 1.64 0 0.0429 0 0 0
0 0.00857 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
−0.00162 0 0 0 0.00162 0 0.849 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.64 0 0.0429
0 0 0 −0.00857 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0.00162 0 0 0 0 0.00162 0 0.849


P,L
A,L
P,R
A,R
S,L
V,L
TL
S,R
V,R
TR

ΛW
(28)
For the D meson decays, the evolution of the coefficients (eµcu) is given by :

P,L
A,L
P,R
A,R
S,L
V,L
TL
S,R
V,R
TR

Λexp
=

1.64 0 0 0 0 0 0.0857 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 −0.0171 0 0 0 0
0 0 1.64 0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.0857
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.0171 0
0 0 0 0 1.64 0 −0.0857 0 0 0
0 −0.0171 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0.00325 0 0 0 −0.00325 0 0.847 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.64 0 −0.0857
0 0 0 0.0171 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −0.00325 0 0 0 0 −0.00325 0 0.847


P,L
A,L
P,R
A,R
S,L
V,L
TL
S,R
V,R
TR

ΛW
(29)
In the B and Bs meson decay, the reference scale is the b quark mass (Λmb ∼ 4.18 GeV). Thus,
the evolution of the coefficients (eµbd and eµbs) is slightly smaller.
In fact, in eqn. (13), the part with the anomalous dimension that gives the matrix element in eqn.
(28) is multiplied by a factor log( ΛWΛmb )/ log(
ΛW
Λexp
) ∼ 0.8. Moreover, the strong coupling constant
at Λmb will also be smaller (αs(Λmb) ∼ 0.23 and αs(Λexp) ∼ 0.3). Thus, for the B and Bs meson
decays, the evolution of the coefficients (eµbd and eµbs ) is given by :

P,L
A,L
P,R
A,R
S,L
V,L
TL
S,R
V,R
TR

Λexp
=

1.42 0 0 0 0 0 −0.0317 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0.00686 0 0 0 0
0 0 1.42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0317
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 −0.00686 0
0 0 0 0 1.42 0 0.0317 0 0 0
0 0.00686 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
−0.00126 0 0 0 0.00126 0 0.890 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.42 0 0.0317
0 0 0 −0.00686 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0.00126 0 0 0 0 0.00126 0 0.890


P,L
A,L
P,R
A,R
S,L
V,L
TL
S,R
V,R
TR

ΛW
(30)
D Covariances matrix
In this section, we give details of the formalism introduced in section 4, eqn. (11). The matrices in the basis(
P,L, A,L, P,R, A,R
)
and
(
S,L, V,L, TL , S,R, V,R, TR
)
are written :
M−12 =
1
BRexp2

SP ′+
1
2
SP+V A′+
1
2
SP+SP ′−
1
2
SP+V A′−
1
2
SP+V A′+ V A
′
−
1
2
SP−V A′+
1
2
V A+V A′−
1
2
SP+SP ′−
1
2
SP−V A′+ SP
′
−
1
2
SP−V A′−
1
2
SP+V A′−
1
2
V A+V A′−
1
2
SP−V A′− V A
′
+
 (31)
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M−13 =
1
BRexp3

SP+
1
2
SP+V A− 12SP+T+
1
2
SP+SP− 12SP+V A+
1
2
SP+T−
1
2
SP+V A− V A− 12V A−T+
1
2
SP−V A− 12V A+V A−
1
2
V A−T−
1
2
SP+T+
1
2
V A−T+ T+ 12SP−T+
1
2
V A+T+
1
2
T+T−
1
2
SP+SP− 12SP−V A−
1
2
SP−T+ SP− 12SP−V A+
1
2
SP−T−
1
2
SP+V A+
1
2
V A+V A− 12V A+T+
1
2
SP−V A+ V A+ 12V A+T−
1
2
SP+T− 12V A−T−
1
2
T+T− 12SP−T−
1
2
V A+T− T−
 (32)
InvertingM−12 [M
−1
3 ] will give the bounds on the coefficients involved in the leptonic [semileptonic] decays. Finally,
note that for semileptonic Kaon and D meson decays, the experimental upper limit are not the same for µ+e− and
µ−e+ in the final state. In this case, we sum the M−13 for each bound and then invert it to obtain the covariance
matrix of section 4. The matrix elements of eqn. (31) are written :
SP ′+ = SP
′
− = C2bodyP˜ ′
2
(P 21 −m2i −m2j )
V A′− = V A
′
+ = C2bodyA˜
′2[(P 21 −m2i −m2j )(m2i +m2j ) + 4m2im2j ]
SP+V A
′
− = SP−V A
′
+ = −2C2bodyP˜ ′A˜′mj(P 21 +m2i −m2j )
SP+V A
′
+ = SP−V A
′
− = 2C2bodyP˜ ′A˜′mi(P
2
1 +m
2
j −m2i )
SP+SP
′
− = −4C2bodyP˜ ′
2
mjmi
V A+V A
′
− = −4C2bodyA˜′
2
P 21mjmi
C2body =
τP1r
∗G2F
piP 21
(33)
For simplicity we note dφ =
∫ (M−m3)2
(m1+m2)2
dq2
∫ 1
−1 d cos θ
√
λ(M2,m23,q
2)
√
λ(q2,m21,m
2
2)
q2
and the matrix elements of eqn.
(32) are written :
SP+ = SP− = 2C3bodyS˜2(p1.p2)dφ
V A+ = V A− =
1
4
C3body[f
2
+
(
4(p1.P )(p2.P )− 2P 2(p1.p2)
)
+ f2−
(
4(p1.q)(p2.q)− 2q2(p1.p2)
)
+ 4f+f− ((p1.q)(p2.P ) + (p1.P )(p2.q)− (p1.p2)(P.q))]dφ
T+ = T− = 4C3bodyT˜ ′
2
[4(p1.q)(p2.P )(P.q) + 4(p1.P )(p2.q)(P.q)− 2(p1.p2)(P.q)2
+ 2P 2q2(p1.p2)− 4P 2(p1.q)(p2.q)− 4q2(p1.P )(p2.P )]dφ
SP+V A− = SP−V A+ = −2C3bodyS˜m2[(f+(p1.P ) + f−(p1.q))]dφ
SP+V A+ = SP−V A− = 2C3bodyS˜m1[(f+(p2.P ) + f−(p2.q))]dφ
SP+SP− = −4C3bodyS˜2m1m2dφ
V A+V A− = −C3bodym1m2[f2−q2 + f2+P 2 + 2f+f−(P.q)]dφ
T+T− = 16C3bodyT˜ ′
2
m1m2[(P.q)
2 − P 2q2]dφ
SP+T+ = SP−T− = 8C3bodyS˜T˜ [((p1.P )(p2.q)− (p1.q)(p2.P ))]dφ
SP+T− = SP−T+ = 0
V A+T− = V A−T+ = 4C3bodyT˜ ′m2[f+((p1.q)p2 − (P.p1)(P.q)) + f−((p1.q)(P.q)− (p1.P )q2)]dφ
V A+T+ = V A−T− = 4C3bodyT˜ ′m1[
(
f+((P
2)(p2.q)− (p2.P )(P.q)) + f−((p2.q)(P.q)− (q2)(p2.P ))
)
]dφ
C3body =
τP1
pi3
8G2F
512M3
(34)
E Covariances matrices at Λexp and ΛW
In this section, we give the covariance matrix at Λexp and at ΛW , after the RGEs evolution.
Kaon decays
Using the upper limit of table 1, for the leptonic Kaon decay, we compute the associated covariance matrix in the
basis (eµdsP,L , 
eµds
A,L , 
eµds
P,R 
eµds
A,R ) :

5.38× 10−14 −2.33× 10−14 −1.25× 10−15 1.26× 10−12
−2.33× 10−14 2.97× 10−11 1.26× 10−12 −4.03× 10−13
−1.25× 10−15 1.26× 10−12 5.38× 10−14 −2.33× 10−14
1.26× 10−12 −4.03× 10−13 −2.33× 10−14 2.97× 10−11
 (35)
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Then we use the bounds on semileptonic Kaon decay to compute the covariance matrix for the semileptonic decays
in the basis (eµdsS,L , 
eµds
V,L , 
eµds
TL
, eµdsS,R , 
eµds
V,R , 
eµds
TR
) :

1.09× 10−12 3.51× 10−12 6.11× 10−12 1.39× 10−14 1.96× 10−13 7.49× 10−13
3.51× 10−12 2.44× 10−11 4.26× 10−11 1.96× 10−13 2.10× 10−12 6.50× 10−12
6.11× 10−12 4.26× 10−11 1.51× 10−10 7.49× 10−13 6.50× 10−12 1.58× 10−11
1.39× 10−14 1.96× 10−13 7.49× 10−13 1.09× 10−12 3.51× 10−12 6.11× 10−12
1.96× 10−13 2.10× 10−12 6.50× 10−12 3.51× 10−12 2.44× 10−11 4.26× 10−11
7.49× 10−13 6.50× 10−12 1.58× 10−11 6.11× 10−12 4.26× 10−11 1.51× 10−10
 (36)
The diagonal elements give the bounds on ||2. The bounds on the coefficients are the square root of the diagonal
elements. For instance, eµdsS,L is excluded above
√
1.09× 10−12.
The covariance matrix in the basis
(
eµdsP,L , 
eµds
A,L , 
eµds
P,R , 
eµds
A,R , 
eµds
S,L , 
eµds
V,L , 
eµds
TL
, eµdsS,R , 
eµds
V,R , 
eµds
TR
)
ΛW
is :

1.64 × 10−13 −2.55 × 10−14 −1.55 × 10−14 7.73 × 10−13 −2.91 × 10−14 1.31 × 10−12 5.51 × 10−12 −9.15 × 10−16 2.07 × 10−13 5.75 × 10−13
−2.55 × 10−14 2.97 × 10−11 7.73 × 10−13 −4.03 × 10−13 −7.10 × 10−15 −4.64 × 10−13 −4.30 × 10−13 7.35 × 10−16 −2.15 × 10−14 −6.72 × 10−14
−1.55 × 10−14 7.73 × 10−13 1.64 × 10−13 −2.55 × 10−14 9.15 × 10−16 −2.07 × 10−13 −5.75 × 10−13 2.91 × 10−14 −1.31 × 10−12 −5.51 × 10−12
7.73 × 10−13 −4.03 × 10−13 −2.55 × 10−14 2.97 × 10−11 −7.35 × 10−16 2.15 × 10−14 6.72 × 10−14 7.10 × 10−15 4.64 × 10−13 4.30 × 10−13
−2.91 × 10−14 −7.10 × 10−15 9.15 × 10−16 −7.35 × 10−16 3.22 × 10−13 8.29 × 10−13 −1.11 × 10−12 −8.03 × 10−15 −8.12 × 10−14 −3.49 × 10−14
1.31 × 10−12 −4.64 × 10−13 −2.07 × 10−13 2.15 × 10−14 8.29 × 10−13 2.44 × 10−11 5.02 × 10−11 −8.12 × 10−14 2.10 × 10−12 7.66 × 10−12
5.51 × 10−12 −4.30 × 10−13 −5.75 × 10−13 6.72 × 10−14 −1.11 × 10−12 5.02 × 10−11 2.10 × 10−10 −3.49 × 10−14 7.66 × 10−12 2.19 × 10−11
−9.15 × 10−16 7.35 × 10−16 2.91 × 10−14 7.10 × 10−15 −8.03 × 10−15 −8.12 × 10−14 −3.49 × 10−14 3.22 × 10−13 8.29 × 10−13 −1.11 × 10−12
2.07 × 10−13 −2.15 × 10−14 −1.31 × 10−12 4.64 × 10−13 −8.12 × 10−14 2.10 × 10−12 7.66 × 10−12 8.29 × 10−13 2.44 × 10−11 5.02 × 10−11
5.75 × 10−13 −6.72 × 10−14 −5.51 × 10−12 4.30 × 10−13 −3.49 × 10−14 7.66 × 10−12 2.19 × 10−11 −1.11 × 10−12 5.02 × 10−11 2.10 × 10−10

(37)
D meson meson decays
The bounds of table 1 on leptonic D meson decay give the following covariance matrix in the basis
(eµcuP,L , 
eµcu
A,L , 
eµcu
P,R , 
eµcu
A,R ) :
3.07× 10−6 −3.55× 10−7 −2.86× 10−8 7.91× 10−5
−3.55× 10−7 2.04× 10−3 7.91× 10−5 7.30× 10−7
−2.86× 10−8 7.91× 10−5 3.07× 10−6 −3.55× 10−7
7.91× 10−5 7.30× 10−7 −3.55× 10−7 2.04× 10−3
 (38)
Using bounds on the semileptonic decay of D andDs meson give in the basis (
eµcu
S,L , 
eµcu
V,L , 
eµcu
TL
, eµcuS,R , 
eµcu
V,R , 
eµcu
TR
)
:

1.80× 10−6 1.32× 10−7 −3.19× 10−8 −2.10× 10−8 −1.61× 10−7 1.79× 10−8
1.32× 10−7 2.10× 10−6 3.65× 10−7 −1.61× 10−7 9.7× 10−8 7.06× 10−7
−3.19× 10−8 3.65× 10−7 4.03× 10−6 1.79× 10−8 7.06× 10−7 2.30× 10−7
−2.10× 10−8 −1.61× 10−7 1.79× 10−8 1.80× 10−6 1.32× 10−7 −3.19× 10−8
−1.61× 10−7 9.7× 10−8 7.06× 10−7 1.32× 10−7 2.10× 10−6 3.65× 10−7
1.79× 10−8 7.06× 10−7 2.30× 10−7 −3.19× 10−8 3.65× 10−7 4.03× 10−6
 (39)
The covariance matrix in the basis
(
eµcuP,L , 
eµcu
A,L , 
eµcu
P,R , 
eµcu
A,R , 
eµcu
S,L , 
eµcu
V,L , 
eµcu
TL
, eµcuS,R , 
eµcu
V,R , 
eµcu
TR
)
ΛW
is :

1.15 × 10−6 −2.16 × 10−7 −1.15 × 10−8 4.81 × 10−5 −1.45 × 10−8 −2.62 × 10−8 −2.97 × 10−7 −1.55 × 10−9 −8.69 × 10−7 −1.68 × 10−8
−2.16 × 10−7 2.04 × 10−3 4.81 × 10−5 7.31 × 10−7 1.81 × 10−9 3.50 × 10−5 8.22 × 10−9 8.70 × 10−9 −1.09 × 10−8 1.99 × 10−7
−1.15 × 10−8 4.81 × 10−5 1.15 × 10−6 −2.16 × 10−7 1.55 × 10−9 8.69 × 10−7 1.68 × 10−8 1.45 × 10−8 2.62 × 10−8 2.97 × 10−7
4.81 × 10−5 7.31 × 10−7 −2.16 × 10−7 2.04 × 10−3 −8.70 × 10−9 1.09 × 10−8 −1.99 × 10−7 −1.81 × 10−9 −3.50 × 10−5 −8.22 × 10−9
−1.45 × 10−8 1.81 × 10−9 1.55 × 10−9 −8.70 × 10−9 6.80 × 10−7 1.03 × 10−7 2.73 × 10−7 −5.58 × 10−9 −5.42 × 10−8 2.96 × 10−8
−2.62 × 10−8 3.50 × 10−5 8.69 × 10−7 1.09 × 10−8 1.03 × 10−7 2.70 × 10−6 4.31 × 10−7 −5.42 × 10−8 9.66 × 10−8 8.36 × 10−7
−2.97 × 10−7 8.22 × 10−9 1.68 × 10−8 −1.99 × 10−7 2.73 × 10−7 4.31 × 10−7 5.62 × 10−6 2.96 × 10−8 8.36 × 10−7 3.21 × 10−7
−1.55 × 10−9 8.70 × 10−9 1.45 × 10−8 −1.81 × 10−9 −5.58 × 10−9 −5.42 × 10−8 2.96 × 10−8 6.80 × 10−7 1.03 × 10−7 2.73 × 10−7
−8.69 × 10−7 −1.09 × 10−8 2.62 × 10−8 −3.50 × 10−5 −5.42 × 10−8 9.66 × 10−8 8.36 × 10−7 1.03 × 10−7 2.70 × 10−6 4.31 × 10−7
−1.68 × 10−8 1.99 × 10−7 2.97 × 10−7 −8.22 × 10−9 2.96 × 10−8 8.36 × 10−7 3.21 × 10−7 2.73 × 10−7 4.31 × 10−7 5.62 × 10−6

(40)
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B meson decays
The bound on the leptonic decay of the B meson (see table 1) gives the following covariance matrix
in the basis (eµbdP,L , 
eµbd
A,L , 
eµbd
P,R , 
eµbd
A,R ) :

5.53× 10−8 9.23× 10−8 1.20× 10−9 3.48× 10−6
9.23× 10−8 2.20× 10−4 3.48× 10−6 6.89× 10−6
1.20× 10−9 3.48× 10−6 5.53× 10−8 9.23× 10−8
3.48× 10−6 6.89× 10−6 9.23× 10−8 2.20× 10−4
 (41)
The covariance matrix in the basis (eµbdS,L , 
eµbd
V,L , 
eµbd
TL
, eµbdS,R , 
eµbd
V,R , 
eµbd
TR
) is :

2.07× 10−10 1.21× 10−11 1.52× 10−12 −3.90× 10−15 −5.74× 10−14 5.18× 10−15
1.21× 10−11 2.23× 10−10 2.81× 10−11 −5.74× 10−14 2.87× 10−14 2.32× 10−13
1.52× 10−12 2.81× 10−11 4.03× 10−10 5.18× 10−15 2.32× 10−13 3.50× 10−14
−3.90× 10−15 −5.74× 10−14 5.18× 10−15 2.07× 10−10 1.21× 10−11 1.52× 10−12
−5.74× 10−14 2.87× 10−14 2.32× 10−13 1.21× 10−11 2.23× 10−10 2.81× 10−11
5.18× 10−15 2.32× 10−13 3.50× 10−14 1.52× 10−12 2.81× 10−11 4.03× 10−10
 (42)
The covariance matrix in the basis
(
eµbdP,L , 
eµbd
A,L , 
eµbd
P,R , 
eµbd
A,R , 
eµbd
S,L , 
eµbd
V,L , 
eµbd
TL
, eµbdS,R , 
eµbd
V,R , 
eµbd
TR
)
ΛW
is :

2.74 × 10−8 6.51 × 10−8 5.94 × 10−10 2.45 × 10−6 −1.10 × 10−12 −4.46 × 10−10 5.02 × 10−11 1.89 × 10−14 1.68 × 10−8 −8.41 × 10−13
6.51 × 10−8 2.20 × 10−4 2.45 × 10−6 6.89 × 10−6 −2.11 × 10−12 −1.51 × 10−6 9.19 × 10−11 7.76 × 10−11 4.73 × 10−8 −3.47 × 10−9
5.94 × 10−10 2.45 × 10−6 2.74 × 10−8 6.51 × 10−8 −1.89 × 10−14 −1.68 × 10−8 8.41 × 10−13 1.10 × 10−12 4.46 × 10−10 −5.02 × 10−11
2.45 × 10−6 6.89 × 10−6 6.51 × 10−8 2.20 × 10−4 −7.76 × 10−11 −4.73 × 10−8 3.47 × 10−9 2.11 × 10−12 1.51 × 10−6 −9.19 × 10−11
−1.10 × 10−12 −2.11 × 10−12 −1.89 × 10−14 −7.76 × 10−11 1.03 × 10−10 7.83 × 10−12 −1.03 × 10−11 −2.10 × 10−15 −5.78 × 10−13 3.15 × 10−15
−4.46 × 10−10 −1.51 × 10−6 −1.68 × 10−8 −4.73 × 10−8 7.83 × 10−12 1.06 × 10−8 3.09 × 10−11 −5.78 × 10−13 −3.24 × 10−10 2.41 × 10−11
5.02 × 10−11 9.19 × 10−11 8.41 × 10−13 3.47 × 10−9 −1.03 × 10−11 3.09 × 10−11 5.10 × 10−10 3.15 × 10−15 2.41 × 10−11 4.30 × 10−14
1.89 × 10−14 7.76 × 10−11 1.10 × 10−12 2.11 × 10−12 −2.10 × 10−15 −5.78 × 10−13 3.15 × 10−15 1.03 × 10−10 7.83 × 10−12 −1.03 × 10−11
1.68 × 10−8 4.73 × 10−8 4.46 × 10−10 1.51 × 10−6 −5.78 × 10−13 −3.24 × 10−10 2.41 × 10−11 7.83 × 10−12 1.06 × 10−8 3.09 × 10−11
−8.41 × 10−13 −3.47 × 10−9 −5.02 × 10−11 −9.19 × 10−11 3.15 × 10−15 2.41 × 10−11 4.30 × 10−14 −1.03 × 10−11 3.09 × 10−11 5.10 × 10−10

(43)
Bs meson
The bound on the leptonic decay of the Bs meson gives in the basis (
eµbs
P,L , 
eµbs
A,L , 
eµbs
P,R , 
eµbs
A,R ) :

3.06× 10−8 −1.22× 10−8 −3.40× 10−10 1.94× 10−6
−1.22× 10−8 1.24× 10−4 1.94× 10−6 −1.80× 10−7
−3.40× 10−10 1.94× 10−6 3.06× 10−8 −1.22× 10−8
1.94× 10−6 −1.80× 10−7 −1.22× 10−8 1.24× 10−4
 (44)
The bound on theBs meson decaying into Kaon (table 1) gives in the basis (
eµbs
S,L , 
eµbs
V,L , 
eµbs
TL
, eµbsS,R , 
eµbs
V,R , 
eµbs
TR
)
:

5.05× 10−10 3.47× 10−11 5.07× 10−12 −1.13× 10−14 −1.65× 10−13 1.73× 10−14
3.47× 10−11 6.53× 10−10 9.54× 10−11 −1.65× 10−13 8.78× 10−14 7.90× 10−13
5.07× 10−12 9.54× 10−11 1.51× 10−9 1.73× 10−14 7.90× 10−13 1.38× 10−13
−1.13× 10−14 −1.65× 10−13 1.73× 10−14 5.05× 10−10 3.47× 10−11 5.07× 10−12
−1.65× 10−13 8.78× 10−14 7.90× 10−13 3.47× 10−11 6.53× 10−10 9.54× 10−11
1.73× 10−14 7.90× 10−13 1.38× 10−13 5.07× 10−12 9.54× 10−11 1.51× 10−9
 (45)
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The covariance matrix in the basis
(
eµbsP,L , 
eµbs
A,L , 
eµbs
P,R , 
eµbs
A,R , 
eµbs
S,L , 
eµbs
V,L , 
eµbs
TL
, eµbsS,R , 
eµbs
V,R , 
eµbs
TR
)
ΛW
is :

1.52 × 10−8 −8.62 × 10−9 −1.69 × 10−10 1.37 × 10−6 −1.35 × 10−12 6.16 × 10−11 6.41 × 10−11 −5.11 × 10−15 9.39 × 10−9 2.42 × 10−13
−8.62 × 10−9 1.24 × 10−4 1.37 × 10−6 −1.80 × 10−7 1.21 × 10−13 −8.51 × 10−7 −1.29 × 10−11 4.33 × 10−11 −1.24 × 10−9 −1.94 × 10−9
−1.69 × 10−10 1.37 × 10−6 1.52 × 10−8 −8.62 × 10−9 5.11 × 10−15 −9.39 × 10−9 −2.42 × 10−13 1.35 × 10−12 −6.16 × 10−11 −6.41 × 10−11
1.37 × 10−6 −1.80 × 10−7 −8.62 × 10−9 1.24 × 10−4 −4.33 × 10−11 1.24 × 10−9 1.94 × 10−9 −1.21 × 10−13 8.51 × 10−7 1.29 × 10−11
−1.35 × 10−12 1.21 × 10−13 5.11 × 10−15 −4.33 × 10−11 2.51 × 10−10 2.21 × 10−11 −3.90 × 10−11 −6.11 × 10−15 −4.33 × 10−13 9.78 × 10−15
6.16 × 10−11 −8.51 × 10−7 −9.39 × 10−9 1.24 × 10−9 2.21 × 10−11 6.49 × 10−9 1.07 × 10−10 −4.33 × 10−13 8.57 × 10−12 1.42 × 10−11
6.41 × 10−11 −1.29 × 10−11 −2.42 × 10−13 1.94 × 10−9 −3.90 × 10−11 1.07 × 10−10 1.91 × 10−9 9.78 × 10−15 1.42 × 10−11 1.74 × 10−13
−5.11 × 10−15 4.33 × 10−11 1.35 × 10−12 −1.21 × 10−13 −6.11 × 10−15 −4.33 × 10−13 9.78 × 10−15 2.51 × 10−10 2.21 × 10−11 −3.90 × 10−11
9.39 × 10−9 −1.24 × 10−9 −6.16 × 10−11 8.51 × 10−7 −4.33 × 10−13 8.57 × 10−12 1.42 × 10−11 2.21 × 10−11 6.49 × 10−9 1.07 × 10−10
2.42 × 10−13 −1.94 × 10−9 −6.41 × 10−11 1.29 × 10−11 9.78 × 10−15 1.42 × 10−11 1.74 × 10−13 −3.90 × 10−11 1.07 × 10−10 1.91 × 10−9

(46)
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